We give a sufficient condition for the R-sequenceability of the dicyclic group Qzn =gp{ a, b: a'" = e, b2 = a", ab = ba-' } of order 4n and give two specific constructions by which the condition can be met when (1) n = 4k or (2) n + 1 is a prime p say and -2 is a primitive root modulo p. We conjecture that the condition can be met for all even integers n > 2.
Introduction
A finite group G of order n is said to be R-sequenceable if its elements can be arranged in a sequence a0=e,at,a2,...,an-2,a.-1, such that the partial products (*) bo=ao, bl =aOal, b2=aoala2,...,b,_2=aoal~~~a,_2
are all distinct and b,_ 1 = aOal . . . a,, _ 1 = e, where e denotes the identity element of G. A sequence (*) having this property is called an R-sequencing of G. The motivation for investigation of R-sequenceability originates from latin squares.
When a group G is R-sequenceable, the latin square formed by the multiplication table of G has a complete mapping [14] and its orthogonal mate can be constructed by the procedure called the column method in [lo] . It is known that several types of finite abelian group are R-sequenceable [6] , also that a nonabelian group of order pq such that p has 2 as a primitive root, where p and q are distinct odd primes with p < q is R-sequenceable [12] and that the dihedral group D, of order 2n where n is an even integer, is R-sequenceable [12] .
C. Wang
The dicyclic group Qzn of order 4n is defined by Qzn=w(a,b: a 2n=e, b2=a", ab=ba-'}.
In this paper, we investigate the R-sequenceability of Qzn. In particular, we prove that Q2,, is R-sequenceable when n = 0 mod 4.
Another combinatorial property of groups called sequenceability also originates from latin squares. Although sequenceability and R-sequenceability have different significance with respect to latin squares and are mutually exclusive properties for finite abelian groups [7] , the study of these two properties seems to progress in parallel. Proof. Suppose that Q2,, has complete mappings and n is odd. We have and hence a"EQin the commutator subgroup of Qzn by the corollary of Theorem 1 of [14] .
Becauseaba-'b-'=a2~Q~,and(2,n)=1,a~Q~,. Note that Q2,J{u2} (of order 4) is abelian and consequently Q;,, c { a2}, so we have a~{ a'}, a contradiction. 0
Lemma 2.2 (Bedford [3]). Q4 is not R-sequenceable.
By virtue of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, from now on we assume that n is even and n > 2. Proof. Suppose that the conditions of Proposition 2.3 are satisfied. We can verify by direct calculation that the following is an R-sequencing of Qzn: e, auZ, aas-=*, . . . , a""-""-,,baal+a,,baS'+"""+",baB'+"~",...,baS"-'+"'~~'+",baS"+"'"~',aS""-8", aS"+2-8"tI 7 .** 9 ah-8zn~~,baPh+ns
The partial products are: e, aaz, aa3, . . . , aan, has', a""+ ', baa2, . . . , au2"-', baan, baPn+ I, baa"+2 ,..., bas2",e. 0 Let A = ( aij) be an n x n matrix and T : ik-?jk be a permutation of degree n. Then it is apparent that T={a,j,:k=l,..., n} will be a transversal of A. Conversely, if T is a transversal of A, then T determines a permutation r: ik-'jk. For each n. we construct two n x n matrices as follows:
where aij= } where {l,iI,iz ,..., i,_r}={1,2 ,.,., n}. Since f=zAOzgl, it follows that ~~=f-' o zA. By direct calculation, we can obtain TV and consequently TB=(bi,j,bi,/cj),bi~Sz(j),...,bi,_11"~2(j), bl/,ml(j,}. We note that Tgr(n)=l and rA(l)=j so f(n)=j and f"-'(j)=n.
Let Bk=f'-l(j)+,, Proof. Let n = 4k for some positive integer k. We choose two special permutations zA and zs as follows:
which is a cycle. Let TA and TB be two transversals of A(n) and B(n) determined by ZA and TB, respectively. We have blakETB. By the definition of A(n), we have
By the definition of B(n), we have brdk=bk,
for i=l,2,...,k-1,
Therefore, TAuTBE{0,1,2,...,8k-l}mod8k. 0 Proposition 2.6. Qzn is R-sequenceable, if n + 1 is a prime which has -2 as a primitive root.
Proof. Since -2 is a primitive root of n + 1, it follows that n/2 is also a primitive root of n+ 1 and that the residues ((in)": k=l,2, . . . , n} are incongruent mod ( IZ + 1). We choose two special permutations of degree n as follows:
Hence, f= zA o zg 1 can be expressed as follows:
if y is odd, n-$+1 if y is even.
Note that both (n-y + 1)/2 and n -( 1/2)y + 1 are congruent to (1/2)ny mod (n + 1).
We deduce that f is a cycle. Remark 2.8. Proposition 2.6 may provide R-sequencings of Qln for some n = 2 mod 4. In particular, we know that Proposition 2.6 works for n = 4,6,12,22,28,36. However, which primes p have -2 as a primitive root seems to be unknown.
Remark 2.9. When both Proposition 2.5 and Proposition 2.6 fail to work for some n, Proposition 2.4 may provide an R-sequencing of QZn for this n. For example, when n = 10, we can choose TA and T, of A(10) and B(10) as follows:
T'={are a27 a38 a49 a510 a61 al2 a83 a94 a1O5 >? TB={hlo b26 b3, b43 bs9 b62 b,8 b84 b9s hoi)
and verify that the conditions of Proposition 2.4 are satisfied. Hence, we may ask whether Proposition 2.4 works for all even numbers.
